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LESSONS IN RESIDENTIAL DESIGN

BY REID HIGHLEY AND JIM COMPTON

Opening up a kitchen

H

urried lifestyles have made it necessary for the functions of
the kitchen and the main living areas of a house to overlap. In addition to cooking, kitchens have become places
for dining, entertaining, working, paying bills, and studying. The
ascendancy of the kitchen is a relatively recent development, however, and homes only a few decades old are likely to have cramped
kitchens with little connection to the rest of the house.
Fortunately, many of these dated kitchens can be improved with
relative ease. The kitchen pictured here is typical of what you might

find in an original suburban home built in the 1970s. The sketches
that follow illustrate three strategies for reconfiguring this kitchen
to make it an open, multifunctional space. While your project won’t
have this exact layout, the three approaches illustrated here are easily modified, and they offer valuable insight into the potential that
lies within remodels of various costs and levels of complexity.
Reid Highley (theordinaryhouse.com) is an architect in Hillsborough,
N.C. Drawings by Jim Compton, an architect in Raleigh, N.C.

C O S T A N D C O M P L E X I T Y: L O W
The existing kitchen is kept intact, but a more open feel is achieved by
removing the ceiling-hung cabinetry. This makes the room feel larger and
facilitates interaction between the cook and those in the eating area. The
storage capacity lost by eliminating the cabinets is offset with a built-in
buffet that has a pass-through window to the dining room. The top of
the buffet has glass doors on both sides to share light with the dining
room. To unify the kitchen, new hardwood flooring is installed throughout
the room. The existing cased opening is replaced by a 5-ft.-wide pair of
glazed French doors to create a better connection to the living room.

New overhang
transforms countertop
into eating area.

Original plan

Dining

Living

Glazed doors on front
and back of upper buffet
provide access from
kitchen and dining room.

Buffet storage replaces
upper cabinet storage.
Glazed doors
maintain connection
to adjacent spaces
even when closed.
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Single floor type
ties spaces together.
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C O S T A N D C O M P L E X I T Y: M O D E R AT E
The breakfast area is annexed into the kitchen by removing
the peninsula and ceiling cabinets. The cabinetry at the sink
wall is extended, significantly increasing storage capacity. The
range is moved to the middle of that wall, creating a long run
of valuable counter space, and a large island provides eat-in
functionality. To enhance the connection to the living room, a
large opening that matches the width of the island is created.
This opening is treated as a transition zone between the rooms
Island provides storage and
multifunctional worksurface.

and is enhanced with open shelving, which is handy for stashing
cookbooks or displaying fine china. Though the flooring surface
is hardwood in both the kitchen and the living room, a wide,
flush wood threshold between the rooms provides a delineation
of spaces. A wide opening with pocket doors is centered on the
short side of the island to make an elegant connection to the
formal dining room.

Moving the range increases
counter space.

Open built-ins serve as partition
between kitchen and living room.
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Glazed pocket doors connect
the kitchen and dining room.
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C O S T A N D C O M P L E X I T Y: H I G H
A flush header installed in the ceiling creates a continuous plane
between the kitchen and the living room and allows removal
of the wall that separates the spaces. This plan demands visual
organization, so the cabinetry is laid out in an elongated U that
wraps three sides of the room. The cabinetry cradles a large island
with a sink at its center. The island acts as a visual marker of the
transition from the living area to the kitchen. Large pendants

Tall cabinets bookend the
working part of the kitchen.

Partition wall removed so kitchen and
living room share common space.
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suspended over the island will help to reinforce this transition.
A cooktop with a decorative tile backsplash is aligned with the
sink and becomes the kitchen’s focal point. Tall cabinets for
the wall ovens and the refrigerator bookend the cabinetry and
countertops. New hardwood flooring helps tie the kitchen and the
living room together.

Cooktop and backsplash
act as focal point.

Kitchen partially defined by
island size and placement.

Cased opening provides
dining access.

